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A classic bestseller for over a century, the Fannie Farmer 1896 Cook Book contains an incredible

offering of 1,380 recipes, from boiling an egg to preparing a calfâ€™s head. Farmerâ€™s

instructions also go beyond recipes to include how to set the table for proper tea, full menu ideas for

holiday dinners, housekeeping tips, and so much more. This book is known for pioneering the

standardization of measurements in recipe instructions, which made the creation of better meals

possible for even the most inexperienced of cooks. Farmerâ€™s thorough text is chock full of

fabulous Americana for cooks and non-cooks alike. This book is a great buy for cooks who want to

get back to basics and enjoy the pleasures of traditional American cooking. Cooks who think they've

done it all will discover classic recipes to share with friends and family, and total beginners will be

comfortable with Farmerâ€™s clear instructions for even the most basic meal prep. The Fannie

Farmer Cook Book will be a valued addition to your cookbook collection.
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Fannie Farmer (1857â€“1915) came to cooking due to a stroke at the age of sixteen that forced her

to remain homebound for over a decade. She took up cooking so thoroughly that she turned her

motherâ€™s home into a boardinghouse known for its uncommonly delicious meals. Once she was

able to walk again, Farmer attended the Boston Cooking School in the late 1880s and learned to

approach cooking as a domestic science, as was popular then. The cookbook she eventually

published under the schoolâ€™s name in 1896 became unexpectedly famous, thanks to its system



of standardized measuring vessels and level measurements.

Love this cook book- had a very old copy from my mother and it finally fell apart- had to have a new

copy!! I recommend this book to all cooks young and old.

been hunting for a older recipes and this book was just what I needed has anything you need to

know easy to read directions and a lot of helpful tip need help with canning, meat cutting ,bread

making and recipes. had head about sure glad I got it!!!!!

I expected something different overall with more info regarding the cookbook itself. Interesting

though.

just like my old one that burned in the fire

neatest book ive seen in a long time

Wonderful cookboo

Very interesting.

Fascinating insight into early 20th century cooking. This is one of the first books to have "modern"

recipes rather than just a list of instructions. very helpful is you are looking to recreate some of the

old fashioned dishes.
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